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Theory of the anticlinic pretilted surface phase in tilted chiral smectic films
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1LPMC, Universite´ de Picardie, 80039 Amiens, France
2LPTM, Universite´ de Picardie, 80039 Amiens, France

~Received 28 March 2002; revised manuscript received 1 July 2002; published 28 October 2002!

In freely suspended chiral smectic films, the molecules tilt at the surfaces above the bulk ferroelectric
transition temperature. The tilt angle at the two surfaces can be either equal~synclinic surface phase! or
opposite~anticlinic surface phase! on each surface of the film. We propose a realistic theoretical model
accounting for the stability and properties of these two structures, based on competing surface interactions. The
anticlinic phase is stable for sufficiently thin samples and high temperatures. We predict a reentrant SmA phase
merging with the surface phases at a three-phase point.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.041503 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Dk, 61.30.Gd, 64.70.Md
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Free standing films have been widely used to elucidate
structures and confinement effects in chiral tilted sme
mesophases@1#. These mesophases present complex tilt
ders associated with one (SmC* ), two (SmCA), three
(SmCFI1) or four layers (SmCFI2) @2# or even with incom-
mensurate (SmCa) superstructures@3#. In the chiral ferro-
electric SmC* phase all the molecules are tilted to the sa
angle with respect to the normal to the smectic layers. In
antiferroelectric SmCA phase the direction of the tilt is re
versed from one layer to the next. Both phases conde
below the same parent paraelectric SmA structure@4#. Due to
their chiral character they exhibit induced ferro- or antifer
electric ordering. A number of these phases are also st
lized in thin films @5,8#, where their structures are modifie
by the interactions of the tilt order with the sample walls. F
negative coupling energy, the low symmetry state is favo
and the ordering process begins at the surface, above
bulk transition temperature. This effect has been eviden
in several compounds and theoretically studied by H
nekampet al. @6# and by Tilley and Zeks@7#. In SmC* if the
walls are isotropic and if the sample thickness is mu
smaller than the helix pitch, then the molecular tilts are eq
at the two surfaces. This defines the geometry of the ‘‘s
clinic’’ surface phase.

Recent experiments@5,6# have evidenced a radically dif
ferent situation in homeotropic freely suspended films: T
tilt is reversed from the upper to the lower surface. The c
responding phase was termed the ‘‘anticlinic’’ surface ph
by Link et al. @8#, in order to distinguish it from the previou
‘‘synclinic’’ surface phase. Its structure has been describ
within another context by Tilley and Zeks@7#, who predicted
that the anticlinic state is unstable. It was finally observed@9#
under an applied electric field. The stability of the anticlin
structure was then explained by the coupling of the indu
polarization with the field. Later on, Linket al. @8# evidenced
an anticlinic state stable at arbitrarily small fields a
claimed that it was stable even at zero field strength. In so
materials the phase behavior is complicated by the existe
of a ferroelectric-antiferroelectric transition, both bulk orde
possibly yielding their own surface states@10#. The anticlinic
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and synclinic surface states have also been evidence
quite thick suspended films made with achiral banana-sha
molecules@11#. Although the molecular structure of the co
responding unconventional bulk ‘‘tilted’’ phase~B2! has not
yet been clarified, its helical nature was claimed in a rec
theoretical model@12# stating the secondary character of t
layered smectic order in the B2 phase. So the synclinic
anticlinic surface states have been observed in a variet
compounds for a large range of film thicknesses. In orde
account for the anticlinic vs synclinic stabilization, bulk e
fects have been proposed, based on effective intersur
long range electric forces@13# resulting from in-plane ther-
mal fluctuations of the polarization. The aim of this article
to propose a simpler mechanism accounting for the anticl
phase stability, even in absence of applied electric field
without recourse to any effective intersurface coupling. O
model is less specific and may be applieda priori to any
tilted compound, whatever the thickness of the film, the c
ral character of the molecules, or the nature of the bulk
teractions. The proposed mechanism results only from
combined effects of a tilt-surface interaction depending
the derivative of the tilt order parameter and of the elas
bulk energy. This surface coupling favors a nonconstant
in the vicinity of the surfaces, and is associated with nonlo
interactions of the tilt with the walls~their range is greate
than one interlayer distanced but can be much smaller tha
a typical sample width'10d– 100d). It competes with the
standard tilt-surface interaction which forces the first layer
tilt and stabilizes only the synclinic structure@7#. The pro-
posed mechanism can happen in either ferroelectric or a
ferroelectric materials and is independent of a possible tr
sition between these two types of order. For clarity we sh
only present the model for ferroelectric (SmC* ) materials.

The order parameter~OP! associated with the transitio
from the paraelectric SmA phase to the ferroelectric SmC*
phase is an axial vector denotedt ~perpendicular to the pro
jection of the molecular axis onto the smecticx-y planes!. Its
componentstx5r cosf andty5r sinf describe the ampli-
tude ~r! and direction~azimuthal anglef! of the molecular
tilt vector @2#. The tilt vector and the induced polarizatio
precess so as to form the typical helicoidal structure
served in chiral mesophases. In order to account for confi
ment effects, let us consider a sample of thickness 2L limited
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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H. VASSEUR AND B. METTOUT PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 041503 ~2002!
by two identical isotropic surfaces parallel to the smec
planes, for instance, a homeotropic SmA phase bounded by
glass, liquid, or gas interfaces. Letz be the coordinate in the
direction normal to the smectic layers, withz50 at the cen-
ter of the sample. Within the framework of the Land
theory of phase transitions@14#, the bulk free energy assoc
ated with the tilting process reads@2# Fbulk5*r2@A1(f8
11)2#1r41r82dz ~in dimensionless form!, where r8
5dr/dz and f85df/dz. The single critical coefficientA
varies as (T2Tc0), where Tc0 is the SmA↔SmC* bulk
transition temperature. Since the walls are isotropic, the
energy resulting from the interaction of the OP with t
sample surfaces is invariant to the two-dimensional conti
ous rotation group of the smectic layers, and may be writ

Fsurf5$ar1
2 1b~r18

21r1
2 f18

2!

1gr1
2 f18 1vr1r18 %1$ar2

2 1b~r28
21r2

2 f28
2!

1gr2
2 f28 2vr2r28 % ~1!

plus higher degree terms. The subscripts6denote the values
of r, r8, and f8 at the interfaces (z56L). The first and
second curly brackets in Eq.~1! represent the interaction
with the upper and lower walls, respectively.a, b, v, andg
are phenomenological coefficients depending on externa
rameters, such as temperature or concentration~but not on
L!. The form of the surface contribution to the free energy
identical to that of the bulk contribution plus a termr1r18
2r2r28 resulting from the breaking, by the walls, of th
twofold bulk symmetry axes parallel to the surfaces. Let
notice that no linear term appears in Eq.~1!. Indeed, the
order parameter is a planar vector that is invariant un
translations@i.e., t(z)→t(z1a)]. Thus, at variance with the
smectic order parameter~density wave dr5ceikz1c.c.)
which transforms nontrivially under translations@i.e., c(z)
→eikac(z1a)], the breakdown of the translational symm
try, due to the presence of the surfaces, does not yield lin
invariants at the interface@15#.

Let us note that, although it is permitted by symmetry,
term proportional tob in Eq. ~1! has not yet been used i
previous phenomenological approaches while, as we s
see presently, it is the key for stabilizing the anticlin
phase. Fsurf has no term breaking the continuous rotation
symmetry and can only lead to spontaneous breakdow
the SmA point group as at least one phenomenological co
ficient becomes negative. In the bulk the homogene
SmC* phase is stabilized whenA becomes negative. Inho
mogeneous states are induced as the coefficient belowr82 in
Fbulk or the coefficientsa and b in Fsurf become negative
The former leads to incommensurate bulk structures@17#
whereas the latter tend to stabilize the synclinic and a
clinic surface states, respectively. The microscopic interp
tation of the coefficientb is beyond the scope of a phenom
enological approach and depends on the physical prope
of the walls. In the case of suspended films we can, howe
notice the following obvious contribution tob. The micro-
scopic couplingsdti 21•ti anddti•ti 11 between the smectic
layer numberi and its nearest neighbors lead, in the contin
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ous approximation, to the (r821r2f82) term in the bulk free
energy, with a positive coefficient sinced is negative for a
ferroclinic ground state. Since the last layer of the sam
interacts with only one neighbor, it contributes in a differe
way to the free energy and gives rise to a separate sur
term, corresponding tob(r18

21r1
2 f18

2) in Eq. ~1!. Trans-
forming the discrete sumd( i @ti 21•ti # into an integral and
expanding in a series up tod2 yields b5dd2/2. Let us note
that the corresponding negative sign ofb, which favors the
anticlinic structure, could surely be modified by taking in
account interactions with next nearest neighbors or by a
crude microscopic approach.

The equilibrium states are determined by minimizing t
total free energyFbulk1Fsurf with respect tof(z) andr(z).
In order to avoid spurious difficulties in solving the corr
sponding differential equations, one allowsr to be negative.
Then one identifies any point in the~r,f! plane with the
lattice of equivalent points (r,f12pp) and (2r,f1p
12pp), for any integerp. The direction of the vectort is
given byf if r is positive, and byf1p if it is negative. In
the bulk, Euler-Lagrange equations readily yield the follo
ing results.

~a! The solutions corresponding to a minimum of the fr
energy are always either even or odd functions ofz. Indeed,
when considering a nonsymmetric configurationr(z) whose
upper part (z.0) has a smaller energy than its lower pa
(z,0) one can build a new even~or odd! solution coincid-
ing with r(z) for z.0 and with r(2z) @or 2r(2z) if
r(0)50] for z,0. The corresponding energy is obvious
smaller than that of the asymmetric configuration since
second derivative~which would diverge atz50) is present
in the bulk free energy.

~b! f8(z)521. Therefore, as in a system without boun
ary, the tilt vector precesses and forms a periodic helix w
a helix pitchl52p ~in normalized units!.

~c! The OP amplituder(z) satisfies the elliptic equation

d2r/dz25Ar12r3. ~2!

The solutions to Eq.~2! are associated with an effectiv
free energy which depends only onA, g5b/11v, and h
5(a1g2g)/11v. g,0 favors the anticlinic structure
while h,0 favors the synclinic structure. In the followin
we shall only consider temperatures aboveTc0 (A.0), i.e.,
in the bulk the untilted smecticA phase is stable. Thus, at th
limits of stability of the surface states, the order parame
vanishes. Close to these limits the term 2r3 in the equation
of state~2! can be neglected with respect to the first line
termAr. The solutions to the corresponding linear equati
namely,r(z)5rc cosh(Az)1rssinh(Az), have a triclinic sym-
metry groupC1 in the general case. According to the poi
~a! stated above, the minimum of the free energy can o
happen for even (rs50) or odd (rc50) special solutions
with monoclinic symmetryC2 . The even and odd solution
describe the synclinic and anticlinic surface states, resp
tively.

~i! r(z)5rc cosh(zAA). The tilt r(z) is maximum at the
surface and decreases with a length scale 1/AA down to a
finite minimum at the center of the sample. The tilt config
3-2
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THEORY OF THE ANTICLINIC PRETILTED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 041503 ~2002!
ration depends on two lengths: the deformation length 1/AA
and the helix pitchl52p. In a thick sample the minimum
of r(z) at the center is much smaller than the tilt on t
surfaces. On the contrary, in a film much thinner than 1/AA,
r(z) is almost constant. In both cases, the direction of
order parameter is continuous atz50. If the film thickness is
smaller than the helix pitch then the direction of the vec
order parameter is the same at both surfaces. This situa
justifies the word synclinic for denoting this state. In t
opposite case, the helical winding oft(z) yields a periodic
variation off12f2 versus the sample thicknessL.

~ii ! r(z)5rs sinh(zAA). This solution is depicted in Fig
1. It differs from the synclinic state in two respects. T
modulusr(z) vanishes exactly at the center and the helix
broken: The tilt vector rotates to an anglep at z50 ~r
changes its sign!. In a film whose thickness is much small
than the helix pitch and the deformation length, the OP
rection is almost homogeneous in the sample, and its mo
lus varies linearly withz. The two surfaces are thenanticlinic
with respect to one another. For thicker samplesr(z) exhib-
its a nonlinear odd variation and, as in the synclinic sta
f12f2 varies with the sample thickness.

Introducing the hyperbolic solutions into the total free e
ergy and minimizing with respect torc or rs provides the
limits of stability of the anticlinic and synclinic states respe
tively. The resulting theoretical phase diagram depends o
on three phenomenological coefficientsh/AA, gAA, and
LAA. The equations describing the limit of stability of th
synclinic and anticlinic phases are

~gAA1h/AA!cosh@2LAA#1sinh@2LAA#

52h/AA1gAA,

~gAA1h/AA!cosh@2LAA#1sinh@2LAA#

5h/AA2gAA, ~3!

respectively.
The two limits of stability can superimpose at one point

the phase diagram. Thus, a first order transition line rela
the two surface states appears. Close to this line the o

FIG. 1. Tilt r versusz for the synclinic~I! and anticlinic~II !
solutions of Eq.~2!.
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parameter is not small and the linear approximation fa
The solutions to the complete nonlinear equation~2! must be
taken into account. A first integral of this equation is giv
by r825H01r41Ar2, whereH0 is a constant of integra
tion which vanishes in the high symmetry phase. Minimiz
tion of the effective free energy with respect toH0 yields the
following three stable solutions.

~1! The high symmetry SmA phaser(z)50 for H050.
~2! For H0,0. The ‘‘synclinic’’ surface phase, corre

sponding to an even elliptic solution to Eq.~2!, r(z)
5p nc$A(p22q2)z,q2/q22p2%, where nc~and sc forH0
.0) are Jacobian elliptic functions@18#, 2p252A
1A(A224H0), and 2q252A2A(A224H0). Close to the
SmA transition temperature, this solution is proportional
cosh(zAA).

~3! For H0.0. The ‘‘anticlinic’’ surface phase, describe
by the odd elliptic functionr(z)5p8sc$q8z,12p2/q2%,
where q8252q2 and p8252p2. This solution is propor-
tional to sinh(zAA) close to the SmA transition temperature

Let us determine the theoretical phase diagram associ
with these solutions. Equation~3!, along with similar expres-
sions involving elliptic functions that describe the anticlini
synclinic transition, permits to us calculate the transiti
lines. Various situations may arise. Figures 2~a!–2~c! show
typical phase diagrams in the plane (h/AA,LAA) for 11v
.0. Forg.0 @Fig. 2~a!#, the anticlinic phase is never stabl
For 0.gAA.21/2 @Fig. 2~b!#, the three phases are stab
and merge at a three-phase pointPT . For gAA,21/2 @Fig.
2~c!#, the SmA and anticlinic phases are stable and are se
rated by a transition line which can change its order, fro
second to first, at a tricritical pointPtrc . The transition lines
from the SmA phase are second order, whereas the transi
between the low symmetry states is always first order.

For 11v,0 andg.0, the anticlinic and SmA states are
stable, whereas for 11v,0 andgAA,21/2 the synclinic
and SmA states are stable. Both surface phases are stabi
when 0.gAA.21/2 and they are separated by a first ord
transition line as depicted in Fig. 2~d!.

Close to the bulk transition temperatureTc0 , g andh re-
main constant whileA.T2Tc0 . Assumingg andh negative

FIG. 2. Theoretical phase diagrams in the space of the phen
enological coefficientsh/AA, LAA. ~a! g.0. ~b! 0.gAA.21/2.
~c! gAA,21/2 and 11v.0. ~d! 11v,0 and 0.gAA.21/2.
3-3
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H. VASSEUR AND B. METTOUT PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 041503 ~2002!
and constant in Eqs.~3! yields the temperature thicknes
phase diagram depicted in Fig. 3~a!. The anticlinic phase is
stable at high temperature whereas the SmA phase is stable
within an intermediate temperature range provided that
sample thickness is large enough. IfL is smaller than a criti-
cal lengthLc ~defined by tanh@2LcAh/g#52Ahg), then the
SmA domain is replaced by a first order anticlinic↔synclinic
transition line. For values of the phenomenological coe
cient corresponding to Fig. 3~a!, the anticlinic-synclinic tran-
sition temperature increases with decreasingL. For other val-
ues, the temperature decreases and the anticlinic phase
be stabilized below the bulk critical temperature for smallL.
As the productgh becomes larger than 0.25,Lc is shifted
toward infinity and the SmA stability domain disappears.

Sinceh andg arespontaneoussymmetry breaking Landau
coefficients, in the most likely situations they must beco
positive at high temperature (h'T2Th ,g'T2Tg). Ac-
cordingly, the parent SmA phase is also stable at high tem
perature. TheT-L phase diagram shown in Fig. 3~a! is then
modified as presented in Fig. 3~b!. The SmA domain extends
toward the high temperatures and the anticlinic phase is o
stabilized for small thicknesses as reported experiment
by Link et al. @8#. This limitation defines a second critica
thicknessLc8 above which the anticlinic phase cannot
stable.

The SmA or the surface phases are usually observed o
a rather small temperature interval~'10 K! between the iso-
tropic phase and the bulk SmC* phase. Thus it is not likely
that Tg,h fall within this interval and the high temperatur
SmA stability domain may be hidden by the isotropic liqui
To summarize, by decreasingT one should observe the fo
lowing phase sequences: Iso→SmA→anticlinic→SmA
→synclinic or more likely Iso→anticlinic→SmA
→synclinic forLc8.L.Lc . In the former case, the low tem
perature SmA domain isreentrant. Furthermore, belowTc0
the synclinic structure smoothly transforms into the bu
SmC* structure. ForL,Lc the following sequences are pre

FIG. 3. ~a! Phase diagram in the thickness~L!–temperature~T!
plane, forg andh constant and negative and 11v.0. Dashed and
full lines indicate first and second order transition lines, resp
tively. ~b! Phase diagram forg andh becoming positive aboveTg

and Th (,Tg), respectively.~c! Surface tilt uru vs temperature for
various electric fields (E2.E1.0) and Lc8.L.Lc . The corre-
sponding thermodynamic pathABC is represented in~b!.
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dicted: Iso→SmA→anticlinic→synclinic or Iso→anticlinic
→synclinic.

The tilt at the surface versus temperature exhibits a co
plex behavior represented in Fig. 4. AboveLc8 the tilt appears
in the synclinic state and increases with decreasing temp
ture. BetweenLc andLc8 the tilt presents two peaks separat
by zero in the small temperature interval corresponding
the reentrant SmA stability domain. BelowLc the SmA do-
main is replaced by the first order anticlinic→synclinic tran-
sition temperature. The tilt is discontinuous and has a~sharp
close toLc8) minimum at the transition. For the thinnest film
@Fig. 4~d!#, the minimum of the tilt at the transition disap
pears. For some specific values of the phenomenologica
efficients, the tilt is not monotonic in the synclinic pha
where it presents a minimum in the neighborhood of the b
transition temperatureTc0 .

A variety of theoretical phase diagrams can be fores
by assuming a different order in the sequence of critical te
peraturesTc0 /Th /Tg . In the experimental phase diagram r
ported by Chaoet al. @10#, the high temperature SmA phase
is hidden by the stability domain of the liquid state and t
higher temperature phase is anticlinic. This situation cor
sponds to the lower part of Fig. 3~a! with an increasing of the
anticlinic-synclinic transition temperature with decreasingL.

In thin films of ferroelectric MHPOOCBC, Schlaufet al.
@19# observed a surface state above the SmC* phase. More-
over, within the stability domain of the surface state a
under small applied electric field, they observed a stro
decreasing of the ellipsometric quantityD12D2 , which is
related to the tilt. In some cases, this quantity vanishes o
a narrow temperature interval. Link claimed@8# that this in-
terval coincides with the domain of stability, under elect
field, of the anticlinic state. As we shall see below, in o
approach the anticlinic state is deformed by the electric fi
and thus must yield nonzeroD12D2 . For this reason we
assume that the cancellation ofD12D2 corresponds rathe
to the reentrant SmA phase, stable between the high tempe
ture anticlinic state and the low temperature synclinic sta
In the cases when an exact cancellation is not evidenced

-

FIG. 4. Tilt at the surface versus temperature. The dots are
merically calculated. The phenomenological coefficients are cho
in such a way that, unlike in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the synclinic-
anticlinic transition thickness increases withT. ~a! For L.Lc8 . ~b!
For Lc,L,Lc8 . ~c! For L,Lc . ~d! For L!Lc .
3-4
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THEORY OF THE ANTICLINIC PRETILTED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 041503 ~2002!
interpret the sharp decreasing ofD12D2 as an effect of the
lowering of the tilt in the neighborhood of the anticlinic
synclinic first order transition temperature~see Fig. 4!. Al-
though it seems likely that the complex behavior eviden
by Schlaufet al. involves the anticlinic structure, a confi
mation of the reentrant SmA domain needs further exper
mental studies.

The two surface phases are qualitatively different
have the same monoclinic symmetry groupC2 . Accordingly,
their structures aremacroscopically polar, the polarizations
being parallel to the smectic layers. Despite their comm
symmetry group, they are distinct phases. Strictly speak
they areanti-isostructuralstates@20#. Unlike an isostructural
phase transformation~e.g., liquid-gas!, the anticlinic struc-
ture cannot transform continuously into the synclinic stru
ture. Consequently, the corresponding first order transi
line has no critical end point. This critical point is replac
by the three-phase point displayed in Figs. 2~b!, 3~a!, and
3~b!.

In the anticlinic phase the upper half helix is rotated to
angle p with respect to the lower one. The symmetry a
free energy of the anticlinic state are not modified if t
angle shift is changed fromp to any other finite value. This
means that there is no energy barrier preventing the res
tive rotation of the upper and lower helices. We shall refer
this free rotation effect to as the ‘‘decoupling’’ of the tw
half helices. These two previous striking properties, nam
the rotational freedom and the absence of a critical end po
result from the fact that we have used a single vector OP
describing the ordered states. Taking into account a ‘‘seco
ary’’ OP with the same symmetry, e.g., the polarizationP ~in
chiral systems polar and axial vectors have the same sym
try properties!, together with flexoelectric (P>dt/dz) and
inverse flexoelectric (t>dP/dz) couplings, modifies our
model in several qualitative respects. First, a continu
method of transformation between the anticlinic and the s
clinic phases is made possible by changing successively
signs of the primary~t! and secondary~P! OP moduli ~to
restore the rotational symmetry both OPs must simu
neously vanish!. Accordingly, a critical end point may b
found in a more general phase diagram. Along the same
a small energy barrier is generated by this coupling and fi
the value of the central angle shift in the anticlinic phase
similar effect can be produced by nonlocal electrostatic
teractions. The present simplified approach holds when
secondary OP or the inverse flexoelectric coupling is su
ciently small.

Let us now return to the simplified model involving
single critical OP and discuss the electric field influence. T
response of thin ferroelectric films to a small applied elec
field E ~parallel to the smectic layers! is different in the
anticlinic and in the synclinic states. In both cases the tw
fold symmetry axes are rotated toward the direction ofE
without breaking their polar symmetry groups. However,
second order transition line separating the reentrant SA
phase from the low symmetry states disappears~in the same
way as the Curie point of a ferromagnetic material dis
pears on applying an external magnetic field!. Thus, the
three-phase point becomes a critical end line in the~E,L,T!
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phase diagram. At given small electric field andL.Lc the
tilt sharply decreases in the neighborhood of the limit
stability of the underlying SmA reentrant temperature inter
val, but it never vanishes@Fig. 3~c!, E5E1]. On the con-
trary, the synclinic↔anticlinic first order transition line
@Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!# remains, but its position varies withE.
The shifting direction of the transition line is controversi
@5–7# and depends on the material properties. Let us c
sider the case when the line is shifted toward high tempe
tures. If the line is sufficiently shifted, then an anticlin
point in the phase diagram becomes synclinic at the co
sponding field. This field-induced transition results from t
following mechanism. In the anticlinic phase, the ‘‘deco
pling’’ of the helix orientation in each half of the samp
allows them to rotate independently, so as to align theirav-
eragepolarizations along the field direction. Even for arb
trarily small fields the resulting structure is close to that
the synclinic state although a residual angle shift persist
z50, due to the helical twisting oft and to the flexoelectric
effect. Thus, to provoke the phase transformation into
actual synclinic structure, a finite field is necessary. It p
mits one to cancel the residual~t! angle shift and to over-
come the corresponding energy barrier. AboveLc , this bar-
rier vanishes and the transformation from the anticlinic to
synclinic configurations is continuous and involves no ph
transition. The threshold field, denotedEc , has been ob-
served in freely suspended films of DOBAMBC and of chir
TFMHPOBC by Link et al. @8#, who report an anticlinic
→synclinic field-induced transition. The converse synclin
→anticlinic transition has been proposed by Andreeva@9#,
assuming very strong flexoelectric longitudinal polarizatio
It corresponds to a low temperature shifting of the transit
line in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. This mechanism is only possibl
at higher fields because, in thin synclinic films, the relat
rotation of the upper and lower half helices must overcom
high elastic energy barrier associated with the rigid struct
of the unbroken helix.

In summary, we have reported a simple phenomenolog
theory accounting for the stabilization of both anticlinic a
synclinic surface phases in ferroelectric smectics at zero
plied electric field. Taking into account an unusual surfa
energy allows us to predict the stability domain of the an
clinic phase at high temperature and small sample thickn
We have used the continuous approximation in which
smectic layered structure is neglected. This approxima
fails to describe quantitatively the thinnest samples. Ho
ever, since our approach is based on a surface-induced e
the layer structure surely plays a secondary role for the
bilization of the various surface phases. Close to the b
transition temperature, a reentrant SmA phase can be stabi
lized, owing to the competition between the two surfa
states. We expect the same surface behavior in antiferroe
tric materials. The order parametert represents then the dif
ference between the tilt vectors in two adjacent layers. In
case the difference between anticlinic and synclinic surf
phases is subtler to show experimentally than for ferroe
trics and has not yet been reported to our knowledge.
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